A method to evaluate contractures effects during the gait of children with Duchenne dystrophy.
Joint contractures are the second major impairment affecting the locomotor system of children with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). While the negative influence of joint contractures has been documented, the passive moments produced by joint contractures could benefit the gait of patients with muscle weakness. We describe a biomechanical model that quantifies the mechanical contribution of ankle and hip flexion contractures to the gait of DMD children. Kinematic and kinetic parameters were measured under the same experimental conditions during the gait and passive resistance assessment of two subjects: one healthy child as a control, and one child with DMD. The child with DMD had a plantar flexion contracture and a greater ankle stiffness coefficient than the control child. During gait, the contribution of the ankle passive moment to the net moment was more important for the child with DMD than for the control child. At the hip, passive joint moments and passive moment contribution were more important for the control child but this was not related to the presence of hip flexion contracture. These preliminary results suggest the model might be used to evaluate contractures effect on a larger cohort of subjects.